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ABSTRACT
ComparisonofDNAsequences fromdifferent species
is a fundamental method for identifying functional
elements in genomes. Here, we describe the VISTA
family of tools created to assist biologists in carrying
out this task.Our firstVISTAserver at http://www-gsd.
lbl.gov/vista/was launched in thesummer of 2000 and
was designed to align long genomic sequences and
visualize these alignmentswith associated functional
annotations. Currently the VISTA site includes multi-
ple comparative genomics tools and provides users
with rich capabilities to browse pre-computed whole-
genome alignments of large vertebrate genomes and
other groups of organisms with VISTA Browser, to
submit their own sequences of interest to several
VISTA servers for various types of comparative ana-
lysis and to obtain detailed comparative analysis
results for a set of cardiovascular genes.We illustrate
capabilities of the VISTA site by the analysis of a 180
kb interval on human chromosome 5 that encodes for
the kinesin family member 3A (KIF3A) protein.
INTRODUCTION
In light of the increasing number of available DNA sequences
from multiple species, the need for comparative genomics
tools to functionally annotate these sequences is also growing.
These tools require efficient alignment algorithms as well
as easy-to-interpret visualization strategies for investigating
megabases of genomic intervals and whole-genome
assemblies. Although many individual programs have been
developed separately for alignment and visualization, few
services have attempted to integrate the two, and with the
exception of the VISTA site and the PipMaker suite of
tools (1–3) there have been few examples of continuous exten-
sive development of web-accessible software packages.
Our VISTA family of tools (4–6) is based on global align-
ment strategies and a curve-based visualization technique for
rapid identification of conserved sequences in long align-
ments. Unlike other existing tools at the time of starting the
VISTA project, the AVID alignment program allowed for real-
time global alignment of megabase-long sequences and the
accompanying visualization program provided an easy method
for the visual and computational analysis of conservation. This
approach was extended to the pairwise and three-way align-
ment of whole-genome assemblies by adding a mapping com-
ponent as a first step before global alignment of putative
orthologous regions of two species (7,8). This method is
also used for aligning individual sequences against whole-
genome assemblies of several species. Improved prediction
of functional signals such as transcription factor binding
sites was obtained by taking into consideration conservation
among species, and this feature also became available as a part
of the VISTA family of tools (9). All VISTA tools use a
standard platform of software for the analysis of conservation
and visualization, making it easy to compare results from
different applications.
VISTA is a result of close collaboration among biologists,
mathematicians and computer scientists and has been widely
used by the biological community. A number of biological
studies have utilized VISTA to answer various questions, from
comparing genes from the same gene families (10,11), to
discovering functional non-coding elements (12,13) and find-
ing patterns of conservation on a whole-genome scale (14,15).
As we have mentioned, the VISTA system is fundamentally
based on global alignments, and this should be contrasted with
the PipMaker tools, which are based on local alignment stra-
tegies. A comparative review of the alignment and visualiza-
tion features of PipMaker and VISTA has recently been
published (16). In addition, a recent paper (17) attempts to
carefully analyze the benefits and drawbacks of different
alignment methods and programs. It is important to note
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that as alignment algorithms become more sophisticated, it is
becoming harder to distinguish between local and global align-
ment tools. For example, a chaining option for BLASTZ (3)
allows for the extraction of global alignments from BLASTZ
local alignments, and similarly Shuffle-LAGAN (18) and
MAVID (19), which are global aligners, explicitly deal
with rearrangements between sequences.
VISTA SUITE OF TOOLS
The web page http://www-gsd.lbl.gov/vista/ serves as a portal
for access to the suite of VISTA tools.
One of them is VISTA Browser, which allows the user to
view pre-computed whole-genome alignments of many
species. There are three VISTA servers, GenomeVISTA,
mVISTA and rVISTA, that allow the user to submit DNA
sequences for analysis. For GenomeVISTA (7) the user sub-
mits a single sequence (draft or finished) which is compared
with publicly available completed whole-genome assemblies.
mVISTA (4,6) is the original program, designed for compar-
ison of orthologous sequences of different species. rVISTA (9)
combines a transcription factor binding sites database search
(20) with a comparative sequence analysis. The Phylo-VISTA
program, a new member of the VISTA family of tools, allows
a user to visualize submitted multiple sequence alignment data
while taking the phylogenetic relationships between sequences
into account (21). The VISTA web site also provides access to
the comparative analyses of the set of cardiovascular genes,
studied by the Berkeley Program for Genomic Applications
(PGA).
VISTA pages provide extensive help on selecting a type of
analysis, finding optimal parameters for a particular project
and navigating the web site.
VISTA Browser for pre-computed pairwise and
multiple whole-genome alignments
We have developed an automatic computational scheme for
the alignment and analysis of conservation between large
vertebrate genomes, which was originally applied to the com-
parative study of the human and mouse genomes (7,22). Our
method uses the BLAT (23) local alignment program to find
anchors on the base genome to identify regions of possible
homology for a query sequence. These regions are post-
processed to find the best candidates, which are then globally
aligned using the AVID (6) or LAGAN (24) global alignment
programs. When the rat genome assembly became available,
the method was expanded to the comparison of three genomes,
for which the global alignment stage was accomplished using
the MLAGAN multiple alignment program (8,15). Details on
the strategy, as well as validation of our alignments and com-
parison to other methods have been published recently else-
where (7,8). The resulting whole-genome alignments exhibit a
high degree of sensitivity, covering more than 90% of known
coding exons in the human genome. It is important to note that
whole-genome alignment is an ongoing area of active research
(3,19,25,26 and references therein) and the alignment tools
used in the VISTA servers are undergoing constant develop-
ment and testing. Although VISTA Browser is mostly used for
biological application described in this paper, it has also
proved to be extremely efficient as a tool for comparing
and contrasting alignments.
When new genome assemblies become available they are
aligned to previously available genomes in a timely manner.
Currently our site provides access to multiple human–mouse–
rat alignment, pairwise alignments of the human genome with
the chicken and chimpanzee assemblies, Drosophila mela-
nogaster with Drosophila pseudoobscura, Caenorhabditis
elegans with Caenorhabditis briggsae, and alignments of sev-
eral plant genomes.
Visualization of aligned genome sequences. There are two
schemes of visual data presentation on the whole-genome
scale available for the user—VISTA Browser, and VISTA
track on the mirrored UCSC genome browser.
VISTA Browser is a Java applet, very efficient for inter-
actively visualizing results of comparative sequence analysis
in the VISTA format on the scale of whole chromosomes along
with annotations. The user may select any genome as the
reference or base and display the level of conservation
between this reference and the sequences of another species
in a particular interval. Conserved segments with percentage
identity X and length Y are defined to be regions of the align-
ment in which every contiguous subsegment of length Y in the
base sequence is at least X% identical to its paired sequence.
The user can apply default values for conservation cutoffs (X%
over Y bp) or specify them. These regions are highlighted
under the curve, with different colors used for coding and
non-coding sequences. The browser has a number of options,
such as zoom, extraction of a region to be displayed, user-
defined parameters for conservation level and options for
selecting sequence elements to study.
VISTA track, accessible through the VISTA Browser, dis-
plays results of our comparative analysis in the context of the
whole human genome annotation on the mirrored UCSC
Human Genome Browser (27). VISTA track dynamically cre-
ates VISTA plots for each defined region and unlike VISTA
Browser displays multiple individual plots if there is an over-
lap in alignments.
VISTA Browser and VISTA track are linked to the Text
Browser, which allows a user to examine detailed information
about each sequence aligned to the selected region on the base
genome. For each region, information such as exact locations
of alignments on both genomes, the sequences, alignments and
coordinates of conserved regions are easily retrieved. Text
Browser also gives access to rVISTA to obtain a prediction
of potential transcription factor binding sites for any region of
a base genome (see detailed description of rVISTA below).
In addition to alignments of whole-genome assemblies,
VISTA Browser provides access to multiple alignments of
orthologous sequences for different species of genomic inter-
vals containing cardiovascular genes currently under invest-
igation in the Berkeley PGA program (28).
VISTA Browser annotation of the KIF3A on human
chromosome 5q31. Kinesin family member 3A (KIF3A) is
expressed in the kidney and photoreceptor cells, where it is
required for the proper formation and maintenance of cilia.
Tissue-specific inactivation of KIF3A in the kidneys of mice
causes polycystic kidney disease (29) and inactivation in
photoreceptor cells leads to cell death, as found in retinitis
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pigmentosa (30). Here we use VISTA Browser to analyze the
180 kb interval on human chromosome 5 (5q31) surrounding
KIF3A to identify conserved non-coding sequences which
may potentially regulate its expression. In Figure 1a the
pre-computed alignments of the human, mouse and rat
sequences for the KIF3A interval are visualized in VISTA
Browser. In addition to encoding for KIF3A, the 180 kb
interval contains the 30 end of RAD50 (the protein product
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 1. (a) VISTA Browser (VGB2.0) plot of the 180 kb interval (chr5:131949456–132139102 on the NCBI build 34 human assembly) containing KIF3A,
accessible through the gateway at http://www-gsd.lbl.gov/vista or http://pipeline.lbl.gov. Visualization plots show conserved sequences between humans and mice
(top panel) and humans and rats (bottom panel) based on themultiple three-genome alignment usingMLAGAN. The level of conservation (vertical axis) is displayed
in the coordinates of the human sequence (horizontal axis). Conserved regions above the level of 70%/100 bp are highlighted under the curve, with red indicating a
conserved non-coding region, blue, a conserved exon, and turquoise, an untranslated region. Details of the display are given in the legend on the left-hand side of the
plot. The ‘UCSC’ button opens another window containing the mirrored UCSC browser view of the same interval with integrated VISTA tracks. The browser is
providedwith extensive on-line help. (b) VISTABrowser generated list of conserved human/mouse elements in theKIF3A regionwith their coordinates in the human
(unbracketed numbers) and mouse (bracketed numbers) sequence, lengths and percentage identities, and functional annotation. Elements from the beginning of the
180 kb interval in RAD50 are shown. (c) Genomic fragment upstream ofKIF3A gene containingmultiple conserved non-coding elements. The number of conserved
elements (colored) depends on the user-selected percentage identity and length cutoffs shown above each plot.
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is required for repair of double-stranded breaks) and the entire
coding sequences of two cytokines: interleukin 4 (Il-4) and
interleukin 13 (Il-13). Using the default parameters for defin-
ing a conserved element (70% identity over 100 bp length)
there are 125 elements in the 180 kb interval that are evolu-
tionarily conserved in all three species, of which 36 are coding
and 89 are non-coding sequences. The interval located imme-
diately downstream of KIF3A contains several conserved non-
coding elements, and thus is a reasonable candidate region for
regulating the tissue-specific expression of the gene. To allow
a biologist to easily design experiments for testing whether or
not the elements in this interval are involved in regulating the
expression of KIF3A, VISTA Browser has a function that
generates a list of the details of the conserved sequences
(Figure 1b). The list contains the positions, lengths and percen-
tage identities, and indicates whether the element is coding or
non-coding. Equally important for prioritizing conserved non-
codingsequencesforfunctionalstudiesistheabilitytodetermine
how the boundaries of these elements change under different
thresholds of conservation. As shown in Figure 1c the number
and locationof elements consideredevolutionarily conserved in
the interval downstream of KIF3A changes dramatically as the
percentage identity and/or length thresholds are altered.
VISTA servers for comparative analysis of
user-submitted sequences
GenomeVISTA. Genome VISTA is an automatic server that
allows the user to find candidate orthologous regions for a draft
or finished DNA sequence from one species on the base
genome of a second species, and provides detailed compara-
tive analysis. The user can currently align a sequence to the
following base genomes: human, mouse, rat, D.melanogaster,
C.elegans, Arabidopsis thaliana, rice. We are constantly add-
ing new base genomes to the server when their assemblies
become available. Genome VISTA uses the same computa-
tional strategy as used for the alignment of whole-genome
assemblies, where query sequence contigs are anchored
on the base genome by local alignment matches (23) and
then globally aligned to candidate regions with the AVID
program (6,7).
A sequence up to 300 kb long can be submitted by pasting it
into a window in plain FASTA format, by uploading a FASTA
file from the user’s computer or by providing a GenBank
accession number to the server. After submitting the sequence,
the user immediately receives a link to the computation results.
The resulting alignments of the query sequence against the
base genome and detailed comparative analysis of conserva-
tion can be viewed using VISTA Browser and Text Browser.
When two or more high-scoring alignments are obtained for
the query sequences and the base genome sequence, the results
for all alignments are provided to the user in Text Browser. For
each alignment a link to rVISTA is also provided.
Use of GenomeVISTA to annotate the KIF3A interval
It is well established that the human and dog genomes have a
higher level of sequence similarity to each other than either
one has to the mouse genome (5,31). Thus, the landscape of
conservation observed in the pairwise comparison of ortholo-
gous human and dog DNA sequences can be quite different
from that observed in the pairwise comparison of orthologous
human and mouse DNA sequences. Here, we used Genome-
VISTA to align the orthologous dog sequence to the human
5q31 interval containing KIF3A (Figure 2). In the 180 kb
interval humans and dogs have 362 elements conserved at
the VISTA default conservation thresholds (70% identify
over 100 bp), in contrast to 150 elements between humans
and mice and 137 elements between humans and rats. As has
been shown elsewhere (5), more stringent thresholds of con-
servation are required for the dog/human comparison. VISTA
analysis revealed that some of the conserved non-coding ele-
ments are uniquely present between humans and only one of
the three species (dogs, mice, rats), whereas other elements are
conserved in all four species. One hypothesis is that some of
the non-coding sequences conserved in a limited number of
mammals (in this case only humans and dogs) will be respon-
sible for gene expression differences between species (32).
mVISTA. mVISTA is designed to perform pairwise alignments
of DNA sequences up to megabases long from two or more
species and to visualize these alignments together with annota-
tions. AVID is the alignment engine behind mVISTA, and it
Figure 2. VISTA Browser plot generated by the submission of the draft dog genomic sequence (GenBank accession number AF276990) to the GenomeVISTA
server. The dog sequence is automatically aligned against the orthologous human region. The bar at the bottomof the plot shows the locations of draft fragments in the
aligned sequence; gray indicates that the sequence is present and white indicates that it is missing.
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allows the global alignment of DNA sequences of arbitrary
length (6). The key features of the algorithm are speed,
accuracy, the ability to detect weak homologies and to align
with one of the sequences in draft (by ordering and orienting the
contigs automatically). The mVISTA visualization module is
designed to display global sequence alignments of genomic
sequences from different species (4).
To use mVISTA for comparative sequence analysis, two or
more sequences in FASTA format (plain text only) or Gen-
Bank accession numbers together with a gene annotation file
are submitted to the Web server. One of the two sequences is
selected as the base or reference sequence. The server auto-
matically uses RepeatMasker to mask repetitive elements in
the reference sequence. The x-axis of the generated plot repre-
sents the base sequence and the y-axis represents the percen-
tage identity in the predefined window of an alignment. If a
user provides an annotation of the base sequence, the genes
will be shown above the plot as dark gray arrows and the exons
and untranslated regions will be marked by colored rectangles.
mVISTA can also display the positions and orientation of draft
sequences, indicate gaps in the alignment, display locations
and types of repeats and show SNPs on the base sequence.
Advanced mVISTA options include: utilizing an algorithm
that simultaneously compares all pairwise sequence alignments
of three or more species to evaluate percentage identity and
length cutoffs for identifying a level of active non-coding con-
servation in all of them (5), and displaying a level of sequence
difference rather than conservation (used for evolutionarily
close species). In the latter case the y-scale is calculated auto-
matically to allow for optimal visual analysis of a plot.
rVISTA. rVISTA (regulatory VISTA) combines searching
the major transcription factor binding site database
TRANSFACTM Professional from Biobase with a comparative
sequence analysis. It can be used directly or through links in
mVISTA, GenomeVISTA and VISTA Browser.
Identifying candidate transcriptional regulatory elements in
non-coding genomic sequences is a challenging problem. Ana-
lyzing non-coding sequences for the presence of known tran-
scription factor binding sites produces a huge number of false
positive predictions that are randomly and uniformly distrib-
uted. Combining database searches with comparative sequence
analysis reduces the number of predicted transcription factor
binding sites by several orders of magnitude (9). rVISTA
makes predictions based on using the MatchTM program (33)
and the TRANSFAC Professional library or user-submitted
matrices to identify potential transcription factor binding
sites in each of two aligned sequences, and determines
which of the predicted sites are aligned and conserved between
the species in the alignment. Predictions can also be based on
user-submitted position weight matrices or a consensus
sequence. TRANSFAC searches are performed using the
default core and matrix similarity values or parameters sub-
mitted by the user. The visualization program for rVISTA
allows the user to look at binding sites for a single transcription
factor and/or various combinations of transcription factor bind-
ing sites, which allows the user easily to examine the clustering
of binding sites for factors that are believed to interact with one
another. Both global (AVID) and local (BLASTZ) alignment
algorithms are incorporated into rVISTA.
Use of rVISTA to annotate the candidate regulatory
region of KIF3A
A question usually asked immediately about a candidate regu-
latory region is whether transcription factor binding sites can
be computationally identified in the interval. Here we use
rVISTA to address this question about the candidate regulatory
region which is located downstream of KIF3A and contains
several conserved non-coding elements (Figure 1a). From
VISTA Browser we submit this interval to TRANSFAC
using default parameters (core similarity values of 0.7 and
matrix similarity values of 0.75). VISTA Browser offers the
option to the user of looking at all possible transcription factor
binding sites or only those sites that are aligned and evolu-
tionarily conserved between humans and mice. Examination
of the list of transcription factors with evolutionarily con-
served binding sites reveals one that is known to be involved
in kidney development (AP2REP) and one that is expressed in
the brain (ZIC2), two tissues in which KIF3A is functionally
important. In Figure 3 the location of the evolutionarily con-
served binding sites for these transcription factors in the inter-
val immediately downstream of KIF3A are shown.
Phylo-VISTA for visualization and analysis of multiple
sequence alignments
The Phylo-VISTA program with its associated web server
presents a novel method for the visualization and analysis
of conservation in multiple sequence alignments by providing
several significant extensions to VISTA tools (21). It displays
the similarity of DNA sequences from multiple species while
considering an associated phylogenetic tree. Features include a
broad spectrum of resolution parameters for examining the
alignment and the ability easily to compare any sub-tree of
sequences within a complete alignment dataset. Phylo-VISTA
uses not an individual sequence, but the entire multiple
Figure 3. rVISTA visualization of predicted binding sites for the AP2REP and ZIC2 transcription factors in the interval downstream of KIF3A.Only the predicted
binding sites that are evolutionarily conserved are displayed.
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alignment as a base in the x-axis, which is similar to the
Synplot method for pairwise alignments (34). As a result,
the tool is capable of displaying location and length of gaps
in all sequences as well as providing annotations beyond a
single base sequence.
The Phylo-VISTA server requires submission of a multiple
alignment file in the multi-FASTA format, the phylogenetic
tree used in the alignment program or produced by it,
and annotation files associated with individual sequences if
available.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The VISTA family of tools has proven to be useful for
biologists carrying out various comparative genomics studies.
The VISTA web site with all of its associated programs has
been actively maintained and improved for the past four years.
Since the introduction of our first online VISTA server
mVISTA in 2000, this tool alone has processed more than
50 000 comparative analysis queries. In addition, we have
distributed close to 2000 copies of the standalone version
of the mVISTA software to academic and commercial institu-
tions in 53 countries.
We are planning to work on more efficient algorithms and
software implementation to be able to efficiently compare the
DNA sequences of a wide range of species at varying evolu-
tionary distances. As more whole-genome sequences become
available we will incorporate them as base genomes into
VISTA Browser. Additionally, we plan to link VISTA
Browser to a number of external databases of relevant genomic
information.
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